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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-483/OL-92-02

Docket No. 50-483 License No. NPF-30

Licensee: Union Electric Conipany
Post Office Box 149 - Mail Code 400
St. Louis, MO 63166

Facility Name: Callaway Plant

Examination Administered At: Callaway Plant and .

Callaway Plant Specific Simulator 1

Examination Conducted: Week of August 3, 1992

Chief Examiner: di Mh0612
D. Shbpard Date

Approved By: f/EI/f D
T. turdick, Chief Dhte '
Operator Licensing 2

Examination Summary
Examination cdmtaisterad on the week of Aucust 3, 1992
(Report No. 50 '.33/OL-92-011
Consisted of six Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) Instant and one
Reactor Operator (RO) candidate written and operating test

$ examinations.
Results: All candidates passed the examination.

Strenaths
all candidates reviewed the precautions and limitationse

prior to using normal procadures.

the shifts were briefed by the SRO prior to the*

simulator scenarios.
Weaknesses'

Not performing an immediate action step of " Response to*

Nuclear Power Generation" (FR-S.1) until directed by
the SRO

a lack of knowledge of the effects of losing NG02*

(480 VAC vital bus).
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| REPORT DETAILS |
<

;

1. Eggminers
'

+ W. McGonegal, NRC, Sonalysts
a + J. Russell, NRC, Region V
i +*D. Shepard, NRC, Chief Examiner

2. Persons Contacted

| NRC Representatives
1

*D. Calhoun, NRC, Resident Inspector

Union Electric Comoany Representatives

*G. Randolph, Vice Pr ,ident, Nuclear Operations4

*G. Hughes, Supervisor, NSEP' '

: *J. Laux, Manager QA
| + A. Lodbetter, Operating Supervisor, Training

'

+=P. McKenna, Operating Supervisor, Training
: + P. Miller, operating Supervisor, Training

+ R. Moody, Operating Supervisor, Training"

+*D. Noterer, Shift Supervisor, Training
: *S. Sampson, Shift Supervisor

* Denotes those present at the management exit meeting on,

August 7, 1992.
t

j + Denotes those present at the training exit meeting on
August 6, 19924

| The licensee representatives acknowledged the examiner
'

observations discussed in Section 3 of this report as well '

{ as the items identified in Enclosure 3,-the simulation

r

Facility Report during the exit meetings.,

3. Examiner Observations

a. Examination Development
;

| The licensee training staff provided the NRC excellent
; cupport during validation of simulator scenarios and

job performance measures (JPM's). In addition, the,

facility's preview of the written examination was very
I thorough and cons ;dered very valuable in the

,

development of a plant specific valid examination.
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b. QperatingJgaminat if4) Admilligt ration

During the administration of the operating
examinations, the NRC examiners observed both strengths
and deficiencies on the part of the senior reactor
operator (SRO) and reactor operator (RO) candidates.

The following strengths were observed:

* All candidates used ant reviewed the "procautions
and Limitations" and " Initial Conditions" sections
of the norlaal procedures prior to using the 3

procedures.
,

A shift brief was led by the SRO which reitereted*

the initial conditions of each simu1& tor scenario
to all the crew members prior to the start of the
scensrio. This shift brief ensured that all crew
members understood the plant conditions and any
resolved misunderstandings.

The following deficiencies were observed:

During performance of FR-S.1, " Response to*

Nuclear Power Generation" in the dynamic
simulator scenarios, the balance of plant RO
candidates did not trip the main turbine'
until directed to do so by the SRO. Tripping
the main turbine during FR-S.1 is an
immediate action step which should be
performed without reference to procedures or
direction from the SRO.

A lack of knowledge of the effects of losing*

NG02 (480V vital bus) was demonstrated.
Examples include: incorrectly interpreting
NK04 (vital DC bus) trouble alarm as the
cause of the problem rather than a symptom of
losing NG02 which powers the DC battery
charger suppling NK04; and allowing the
errergency diesel generator to trip due to
high temperatures when Essential Service

i Water (ESW) isolation valves, powered from
NG02, were not manually opened to allow ESW
flow.

During recovery of the dropped rod JPM, many*

operators allowed the T-avg /T-ref error to
exceed three degrees due to delaying the
start of boration.,
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During the dynamic simulator scenarios some*

communications were not acknowledged or
reported at the conclusion of a task.

c. Procedural De.ficiencies

The following procedural deficiencies were noted during
dynamic simulator scenarios or JPM's:

Numerous procedures ( c.g., ECA-0.0, E-0, OTO-ZZ-*
'

00001) reference procedure OTN-NE-00001, " Standby
Diesel Generation System" to energize a dead
4160V vital bus. OTN-NE-00001 has no guidance for'

re-energizing a dead vital bus from alternate or
normal supply breakers. It also has no guidancea

for connecting a diecol generator to a deenergized
bus.

* Procedure OTN-BB-00004, " Reactor Coolant Pumps"
step 4.1.2.9, and the note prior to that step
reference steps 4.1,2.10.1 through 4.1.2.10.5.
Steps 4.L.2.10.1 through 4.1.2.10.5 do not exist.

6 Procedure OTN-PA-00001, "13.8KV Electrical System"
does not reference dsteating the synchoscope
interlock prior to energizing a dead PA01/PA02
(13.8KV non-vital buses).

4. Writtpr. Examination Administration

The post written examination review by the NRC identified
the following deficiencies in the candidates' knowledge as
evidenced by the majority of the candidates failing to
provide the correct response for each particular knowledge
area examined. This information is being provided as input
to the licensco's system approach to training (SAT) process:

The effects of a power range channel failure high on*

rod control.
(SRO-18, RO-23; KA:015000K302)

The effects of a ruptured safety injection pipe.*
'

(SRO-33,RO-39; KA:000050K402)

Causes of an autome. tic preaction sprinkler system*

trouble alarm.
(SRO-39, RO-45, KA 086000A402)

The effects of a rupture of the service air header on*

instrument air pressure.
(SRO-41, RO-47; KA: 079000K101)
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The effect of depressurizing a ruptured steam generator*

during steam generator tube rupture recovery.
(SRO-67, RO-75; KA!000038G007)

The requirement to trip the main turbine on a loss of*
condenser vacuum.
(SRO-71, RO-78; KA:000051A202)

The effect of transferring a DC bus to the spare*
charger while performing core alterations.
(SRO-74; KA-000057G003)

The action to take to increase charging flow.*
(SRO-85, RO-88; KA:000028A212)

The requirements for extending a liquid radwaste*
release.
(SRO-91; KA:068000G001)

The requirement for marking a procedure section "N/A."*

(SRO-92, RO-94; KA: 194001A102)

Criteria for entering a radiologically posted area if*
the posting does not agree with the RWP.
(SRO-95, RO-95; KA: 194001K104).

* The restrictions on the use of radios during a bomb
situation.
(SRO-97, RO-97; KA: 194001A104).

The requirements for entering a locked space.*

(SRO-98, RO-98; KA: 194001K105).
,

5. Written Examination Reviqw

Licensee representatives reviewed the written examination
prior to administration with appropriate changes being
incorporated into the examinations at that time. Following
the administration of the written examinations, the facility
was given a copy of the RO and SRO examinations and answer
keys for review. No post-examination comments were

.

generated.
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SIMQLATION FACILITY REPORT

j Facility Licensee: Callaway Plant
4

Facility Licensee Docket No. 50-483
i
i operating Tests Administered on: Callaway Sliaulator
i

| This form is to be used only to report observations. These
observations do not constitute audit or inspection findings and'

.

are not, without further verification and review, indicative of
| noncompliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b) . These observations do not

| affect NRC certification or approval of the simulation facility
other than to provide information that may be used in. future
evaluations. No licensee action is required in response to thes.

observations.;
- ,

While conducting the simulator portion of the operating tests,;

9 the following items were observed:
!

! ITEM DESCRIPTION
f

i Simulator lost program During scenario C4 on the

{ second time it was run, the
simulator program blew up as,

! evidenced by SG and RCS levels
and pressures.

| Motor driven AFW light Motor driven AFW pump light
came back on after the light

j was overridden off.

Reactor not trip Reactor did not trip from Ro
panel reactor trip Gwitch.

Recorder / meter mismatch Recorder BB-PR-403, read 1450
! psig when meters BB-PI-405 and
j 403 read-1200 psig,
i

! Mc1 function MSS 15 not work Milfunction MSS 15 option 15,
! wnich anould fail all MSIV's
) open, allowed-SG B MSIV to

| close.
:

i Steam dumps open When switching steam dumps
from T-ave mode to steam

'

pressure mode with steam
; pressure controller in manual
i at zero demand, the steam

dumps opened and then closed.,

( |
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Simulator rebooted During one scenario, the
simulator had to be robooted,
after the candidates walkdown
started, to allow panels RL-05
and RL-06 to work.

RM-11 printer not modeled RM-11 printer is not modeled.

Selection on RM-11 not work Twice when digits 526 were
selected on RM-11, the RM-11
did not select radiation
monitor 526 (RE-52).
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